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My Little Pony is an entertainment franchise developed by Hasbro. It began as a line of plastic pony toys and later developed into an animated series called My Little Pony Friendship is Magic. My Little Pony has been reworked four times, each time with a new modern look to appeal to new generations. The cartoon series revolves around colored ponies with a unique symbol on one or both sides of their
flanks. These symbols are called serial box marks. It stars a unicorn pony called Twilight Sparkle, a student of Princess Celestia, the ruler of the magical terrain of Equestria.Top 25 My Little Pony Coloring Pages for Kids: Bring the world of colorful ponies to your home with this unique collection of my Little Pony coloring sheets. The article includes all the major characters in this popular cartoon series.1.
Friendship is Magical: Here is a coloring sheet of the six main characters in this series - Twilight Sparkle, Apple Jack, Rainbow Dash, Pinkie Pie, Fluttershy and Rarity.The adventure begins when the princess gives Twilight the task of learning about friendship and sends her to Spike, a baby dragon in Ponyville.There, Twilight Sparkle meets other interesting ponies. Together solve various problems and
learn about the magic of friendship. [Read: Hello Kitty Coloring Pages ] 2. Twilight Sparkle: Twilight Sparkle is the main character of this cartoon series. Ask your child to choose light purple for the body, dark blue for hair and tail. This coloring sheet will also make a great decoration in your child's room. Twilight Sparkle has an assistant named Spike, a purple dragon cub. Twilight Sparkle is not a sociable
pony. He'd rather read a book in the library than attend a party.3 Applejack: Meet Applejack, a female earth pony and one of the main characters of this series. She is a dark orange pony with yellow hair and tail. She's always shown wearing a brown Stetson hat. Her spirit is the element of honesty. Applejack comes from a large family of ponies that run farms and apple orchards. She lives and works at
Sweet Apple Acres with her grandmother, younger sister and older brother. Loyalty is one of her best traits, which is why she has many friends in Ponyville. She is an empathetic pony who puts the needs and feelings of others ahead of her own. [Read: Horse Coloring Pages] 4. Fluttershy: This is Fluttershy, a cute Pegasus woman from Ponyville.She lives in a small village near Evergreen Forest. She
represents the element of kindness. She is a shy and quiet pony who loves to spend time playing with the other animals in the forest. She is a beautiful, yellow pony with long, straight pink hair. Her cute sign is Pink butterflies and cyan. He's a very nice pony who likes to make others happy.5 Rarity: Rarity is a calm and elegant unicorn pony and one of the major characters of this series. She's Sweetie
Belle's older sister. Rarity is the element is an elegant pony and works as a fashion designer at her own store in Ponyville, Carousel Boutique. Keep a Persian cat as a pet. She uses her magic for activities related to special talents, would be holding and carrying items or finding gems. [ Read: Despicable Me Coloring Pages ] 6. Pinkie Pie: Pink Pie is the female earth pony in this series. Her full name is
Pinkamena Diane Pie. She's the element of laughter. She's a head up your pink pony finger, hence the name. Her body is bright pink and her mane and tail is pink magenta. He's an overactive, cheerful, talkative pony. She likes to sing and prank her friends. Pinkie Pie works as a baker in Sugarcube Corner and lives on the second floor of the bakery with her grandmother.7 Spike: Spike is a purple dragon
and green baby in this series. He's Twilight Sparkle's best friend and assistant. He is very loyal to his master Twinkle.While colorful Spike, ask your child to choose blue for his body, green for his eyes and dark green for hair. Spike has the ability to deliver the scrolls to and from Princess Celestia with his breath of green fire. He is a fun-loving dragon who loves partying. Spike'd rather hang out with his
ponies than his own. [Read: Animals of Great Coloring Pages] 8. Rainbow Dash: Rainbow Dash is an athletic Pegasus with a sky-colored body and a multicolored mane and tail. She represents the element of loyalty. Rainbow Dash lives in a cloud house near Ponyville. She is brave and bold, but can also be mischievous at times. She is responsible for maintaining the weather in Ponyville. It has the ability
to clean the sky of clouds.9. Apple Bloom: Apple Bloom is a child pony and a member of the famous Apple family. She is the younger sister of Applejack and Big Macintosh.Apple Bloom is a yellow pony with long fuchsia hair. The most recognized feature of Apple Bloom is the pink ribbon that it wears on the back of the head. Looks like he's got long hair that he ties up using a ribbon. The most phenomenal
skill of this pony is the renovation and contracting of the building. She's even in charge of her brother's renovation project.10 Scootaloo:Scootaloo is a Pegasus pony woman who was introduced into the Call of Box. She is an energetic and tomboyish girl who always complains about having to listen to sappy stories. Scootalo, along with her friends Apple Bloom and Sweet Belle form Box Mark Crusader, a
club dedicated to helping ponies earn their box marks. Scootaloo is a talented scooter driver, hence the name. She is a light brown pony with dark pink or magenta hair and tail. [Read: Princess Coloring Pages ]11. Apple Acre Family: This Coloring Sheet Features Sweet Apple Acre Family.The Sweet Apple Acre a family farm located near Ponyville. It is home to Applejack, Apple Bloom, Macintosh and
Granny Smith.The property comprises a farm, a barn and several apple orchards. Every hundred years, the entire Apple family gathers for a big Apple Apple family in Apple Acre.12. Princess Celestia: Here is a coloring sheet of Princess Celestia, another beautiful character in this series. He has a responsibility to raise the sun in Ponyville. Princess Celestia has a beautiful mane and tail consisting of four
different colors - light green, blue, purple and light purple. Princess Celestia is also the mentor of Twilight Sparkle and Sunset Shimmer.She is the leader of Equestria and the older sister of Princess Luna. Both Princess Luna and Princess Celestia rule and control the Equestrian Kingdom.13 Sweetie Belle: This is Sweetie Belle, a cute pony with a glossy mane. She performs activities such as cooking,
singing and writing songs in her spare time. Sweetie Belle is close friends with Applebloom and Scootaloo.Sweetie Belle is a white pony with unique pink and purple hair. Her hair looks like a cotton candy.14 Babs Seed: Babs Seed is a school going Earth Pony and a cousin of Apple Bloom.Her name is pun on idiom seeds of evil, which denotes one family member who behaves rudely and brings bad luck to
another. Babs is from Manhattan and speaks with a Bronx accent. She is one of many baby ponies without a box sign, thus making her an official member of the Mark Crusader Box.She is also the founder of the Mark Crusaders Box Manhattan branch. [Read: Winnie The Pooh Coloring Pages]15. Princess Luna: Princess Luna, formerly known as Nightmare Moon is an Alicorn pony and a brother of
Princess Celestia.She is the main antagonist of the first two episodes of My Little Pony Friendship is Magic. Eventually, the elements of harmony bring the Moon back to her previous self and she returns to lead Equestria with her older sister. Princess Moon possesses several magical abilities, such as raising the moon, manipulating dreams and transforming into an object.16 Princess Cadance: Princess
Cadance is an Alicorn pony that presented for the first time in the final season two with her husband Shining Armor.She is The former Twilight Sparkle foal and sister-in-law. Princess Cadance's box mark switches between two different models throughout the series. Its cute mark, a crystal heart is sometimes described as a single mirror with a facet in the center and sometimes with several facets around its
center.17 Shining Armor: Meet Shining Armor, a male unicorn pony and Sparkle's older brother Twilight. He is the captain of the Canterlot Royal Guard and serves under Princess Celestia.The shining armor bears the title of prince due to his marriage to Princess Cadance. [Read: Barbie Coloring Pages ]18. Big Macintosh: Big Macintosh is a male earth pony and the older brother of Applejack and Apple
Bloom.As with most of the stallions, his hooves are colored differently from his coat. Big Macintosh is a member of the Apple family. Its real name is Big Apple, but it was changed at the request Habro's legal framework. The Macintosh is a calm and easy-to-make pony with a practical kind of wisdom. He's a soft-spoken soft-spoken pony often responds with a simple eeyup or nnope.19. Braeburn: Braeburn
is a dirt pony from Applelppsa.He is a cousin of Applejack, Big Macintosh and Apple Bloom. He only appears in a few episodes of this series. Like most members of the Apple family, Braeburn's name is also the name of an apple variety. His cute brand looks like Applejack.20. Goldie Delicious: Goldie Delicious is related to the Apple family. She is a yellow pony with curly hair. Golden Delicious is very proud
of cats and keeps a huge number of it in her home. She also has a mature Cheetah as her companion. She is proven to be a horde of assorted objects and family objects. It has a complete record of the Apple family tree.21. Twist: Twist is a child pony and a Cheerilee class student at Ponyville School. She's a little taller than the normal foals in her class. Twist has weak legs and her nose is more bulbous
than most of the other ponies. It has a curly red mane, a pale coat and large glasses. Twist has a cute heart-shaped mark on her flank.22 Diamond Tia: Diamond Tia is a snob, cocky child pony and minor antagonist of the series. Tell your child to use light blue for her body and green for her mane and hair. Don't forget to color his hair. She is also a member of Box Mark Crusader.23. Iron Will: Here is a
picture of Iron Coloring Will, a Minotaur who appears in Putting the Copiat down episode. He has a habit of referring to himself in the third person with rhitchphrases rhysing as When somepony tries to block, show them that you rock! He acts as a mentor and friend for Fluttershy and advises her on how not to let anyone treat her like a mat or a pushover.24 Ms. Peachbottom: Ms. Peachbottom is a female
earth pony from Ponyville.She was once mistaken for the Equestria Games Inspector of Rainbow Dash and her friends because of her luggage having a flower motif. They take an in-depth tour of Empire.She Crystal is an extremely warm and friendly pony and is surprisingly well informed when it comes to architecture.25 Shoeshine: Shoeshine is the female Earth pony with a light blue coat, fandango eyes,
periwinkle mane and a box sign of two lock horseshoes. She is usually featured as a background pony in the show. She usually visits ponyville's market with Golden Harvest or Cherry Berry.The free printable my pony coloring pages online will teach your child the value of friendship, keeping them entertained for a long time. You can also browse through our large collection of pictures of my little pony color
and create my own little pony coloring book for preschoolers, kindergartens and grade school kids. DISCLAIMER: All images found here are believed to be in the public domain. Not violate any legitimate intellectual rights, artistic rights or copyrights. All images shown are of unknown origin. If you are the rightful owner of any of the images/wallpapers posted and you do not want to be shown or if you need a
proper credit, then please contact us and we will immediately do whatever is necessary, either for the image to be removed or to provide credit if it is due. All content of this site is free of charge and therefore we get no financial benefit from the display or downloads of wallpapers. images/wallpaper.
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